
We are one of the leading firms in Korea which are specialized in the manufacture and export of aerosol spray paint including 
paint, coating, car care, wielding supplies, etc., having a market share of 25~30% in our country and over 80% in the eastern part 
of the Russia. The reason why our products are used throughout the world is that persons who are experienced and familiar with 
these industries best handle our products, and we think our products will be welcomed in your country on account of their superior 
qualities and attractive prices. Chinese products tried to attack Korean market for 5 years from the early 1990s, but they completely 
withdrew in the end due to Korean high quality. There are still no Chinese products in our market. As a market leader, our company 
has played a key role in protecting our market and improving the reputation of Korean suppliers in this field. 

LUCKY INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
617, Daesan-LI, Wolhang-Myun, Seongju-Gun, Kyongbuk, Korea 
Tel : 82-54-933-7287 / Fax : 82-54-933-7289 
E-mail : lucky@luckyaerosol.com / Homepage : www.luckyaerosol.com
 http://lovefr2917.en.ec21.com/  

There is aerosol spray paint 
that keeps color alive. 

  Company summaries
• Focus on aerosol paint spray industry for 40 years. 
• Supply OEM to top3 paint makers in KOREA
• Received Export Award 1,000,000$ by KITA in 2005. 
• Designated as a Promising Export Firm by the small & Medium Business Administration. 
• Designated as a Management Innovation Firm by the small & Medium Business Administration. 

  Aerosol Spray Paint
Our product is made from thermoplastic acrylic resin 
and Korean advanced techniques. It can provide 
Films with excellent weather resistance. The product has 
the Features of good leveling, high coverage, fast dry, rich 
color and high luster, better flexibility, impact enduring, 
strong adhesiveness, and match well with many types of 
paint primers. It can be widely used in surface finishing 
and mending of metal, wood, glass, leather, ceramics 
and plastics. The films should avoid contacting with 
gasoline or other solvents. 
Regarding to Aerosol Spray Paint, we have all kinds of 
colors. Such as red, yellow, green, pink, 
purple, blue, white, black, etc. we also have different 

spray paint. For example, fluorescent spray paint ,  luminous spray paint, enamel spray paint, metallic spray paint ,stainless spray 
paint,  heat resistant spray paint ,  antirust spray paint, etc.

Other products : zinc galvanizing spray, urethane vanish spray, paint&gasket remover, water proof spray, silicone spray, poly  
urethane foam, rust preventive spray(wd40), undercoating, sticker & tar cleaner, wheel cleaner, leather wax, multi-cleaner(elector 
contact cleaner), crack detection materials, anti-spatter, etc.



 
 
 
[INDUSTRY SUPPLIES] 

 
 
 

K-TOPS 

 
(Bestseller) 

PRODUCT NAME : AEROSOL PAINT SPRAY(LK-700) 
 
•Usage: For painting iron, wood, graffiti ……,  
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 400ml 
•Color : All color(Below color chart) 
•Set to touch : 15~20 minutes 
•Dry through : 1 hours 
•Base finish : gloss or flat 
•Base chemical compound : Alkyd or Acryl 
•Characteristic : 
- Superior appearance and color retention 
- Lucky paint spray is a fast drying lacquer spray that creates a smooth, 
professional finish 
- Ideal for small touch-up jobs, painting irregular shapes or covering hard-to-
reach areas 
-high visibility safety colors 
- Tough, high gloss finish 
- For both indoor and outdoor use 

 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : AEROSOL ENAMEL PAINT SPRAY(LK-718) 
 
•Usage: For painting iron, wood…..., 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : All color 
•Dry to touch : 12 minutes 
•Dry to handle : 1 hours 
•Base finish : gloss or flat 
•Base chemical compound : Alkyd or Acryl 
•Characteristic : 
-high visibility safety colors 
Ideal for small touch-up jobs, painting irregular shapes or covering hard-to-reach 
areas 
- Tough, high gloss finish 
-For both indoor and outdoor use 
-superior appearance and color retention 

 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME :AEROSOL FLUORESCENT PAINT SPRAY(LK-717)  
 
•Usage: Wood, Metal, Wicker, Wrought Iron, Glass, Plaster, Ceramic, Paper, 
Paper Mache. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 180ml 
•Color:(Red, Pink, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange) 
•Dry to touch : 25 minutes 
•Dry to handle : 1 hours 
•Base finish : gloss or flat 
•Base chemical compound : Alkyd or Acryl 
•Characteristic :  
-high visibility safety colors 
-Lucky paint spray is a fast drying lacquer spray that creates a smooth, 
professional finish  
-Superior appearance and color retention 
-Ideal for small touch-up jobs, painting irregular shapes or covering hard-to-reach 
areas 
-For both indoor and outdoor use 
-Tough, high gloss finish 

LUCKY PRODUCT LINE 



 
 

 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : AEROSOL LUMINOUS PAINT SPRAY(LK-716) 
Long lasting glow in the dark 

 
•Usage: electronics, furniture, machinery, bikes, wood objects, etc. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 180ml 
•Color : sky-blue 
•Dry to touch : 25 minutes 
•Dry to handle : 1 hours 
•Base finish : flat 
•Base chemical compound : Acryl 
•Characteristic :  
- Glow in the dark for 4~8 hours at a time 
- No radioactive substance included 
- Two coats 
-For both indoor and outdoor use 
- high visibility safety colors 
- Lucky paint spray is a fast drying lacquer spray that creates a smooth, 
professional finish  
-Superior appearance and color retention 

 
 
 

 

 
(Bestseller) 

PRODUCT NAME :AEROSOL RUST-PREVENTATIVE PAINT SPRAY(LK-715)  
 
•Usage : Steel, aluminum, properly primed metal, and wood, structural Steel, 
storage, tanks, handrails, piping, racks, ladders, fencing, machinery, metal door 
and applications above Boot topping. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Red-Brown 
•Dry to touch : 25 minutes 
•Dry to handle : 1 hours 
•Base finish : flat 
•Base chemical compound : Alkyd or Acryl 
•Characteristic :   
- Complete coverage with one coat 
- Lucky rust aerosol is a fast drying lacquer spray that creates a smooth, 
professional finish 
- Superior appearance and color retention 
- Ideal for small touch-up jobs, painting irregular shapes or covering hard-to-
reach areas 
- For both indoor and outdoor use 
- Tough, high flat finish resists chipping and peeling 
- Modified acryl enamel formulation  

 
 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : STAINLESS STEEL COATING SPRAY(LK-701)  
  
•Usage: exhaust and steam pipe, mufflers, radiators, production equipment, 
furnace, chemical processing equipment, engines etc. 

•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Silver 
•Base finish : flat 
•Base chemical compound :Enamel 
•Characteristic : 
-Like ordinary paints, foams continuous film of Staginess Steel easily by way of 
brushing, roller or spraying, and shows perfect protection effects. 
-Foams strong staginess film on the surface of all materials against 
corrosion, rust, damage, abrasion, blazing fire, contamination etc .for long time.  
-It brings excellent energy effects 
-has not conductivity  
-It does not damage appearance, so that it can be used for decoration 
-It can be used for electric and electronic parts 
-Is completed in the beautiful semi-polish state with color  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  (Bestseller) 

PRODUCT NAME : ZINC PRIMER SPRAY(LK-702) 
                called “ZINC galvanizing spray”   
 
•Usage: 
-Vessel: Bottom, ventilation duct, heat exchanger, water tank, drain pump, marine 
facilities of vessels 
-Bridge: Rust proofing of pier, wire rope, foot, bolt, nut and welded part 
-Vehicles: Muffler, body, underbody, fuel tank inlet, welded area of heavy 
equipment, parking facilities 
-Generation and electric system: Transmission tower, broadcasting facility, 
antenna, steel tower, street light 
-Construction: Pipes installed underground, elbow, steel structure, fence 
-Others: 
 Pipeline of refinery plant 
 Piping and opening tank of freezer and air-conditioned manufacturer 
 Rust proofing of machinery and equipment of chemical plant 
 Outdoor steel structures 
 Agricultural equipment and snowplow 
 Welded portion of guardrails in expressway 
 Rust proofing of water discharge channel system of irrigation channel 
 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Gray 
•Base finish : flat 
•Base chemical compound :Acryl 
•Characteristic :  
-Excellent antirust effects LK-702 is a product using high-purity zinc grey particles 
based on zinc galvanizing, and provides permanent antirust effects by 
electrochemical action between zinc grey and metal. 
-Excellent adhesiveness enduring any shock and bend. 
-Excellent heat resistance and chemical-resistance, It endures over one year at 
250℃ and is highly resistant to acid and alkali. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
(Bestseller) 

PRODUCT NAME : Silver Zinc Spray(LK-703) 
 
•Usage: 

-Ant rusting of steel materials and structures(Bridge, steel-barred window, 
iron railing, automobiles, railway car, container, freezer car, agricultural 
machine, transportation machine, civil engineering machine, tanks, vessel 
pipe) 
- Maintenance and substitution of zinc galvanizing and metal icon 
-Welding primer for steel materials 
-Substitution of zinc galvanizing, and maintenance coating of damaged 
coating 

•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Gray 
•Base finish : Gloss 
•Base chemical compound :Acryl 
•Characteristic :  
-Excellent ant rusting LK-703 is a coating agent developed by using high quality 
particle zinc powder. 
-It protects metal surface by way of electric ant rusting similar to that of zinc 
galvanizing. 
-Endurable for more than 1 year. 
-It brings excellent energy effects. 
-has not conductivity. 
-It does not damage appearance, so that it can be used for decoration. 
-It can be used for electric and electronic parts. 
-Is completed in the beautiful semi-polish state with color unique to staginess 
Steel. 



 

 

PRODUCT NAME : URETHANE VANISH SPRAY(LK-704) 
 
•Usage : High gloss clear painting wood 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Base finish : Gloss 
•Base chemical compound : Enamel 
•Characteristic :  
-LK-704 is gloss more excellent than the existing clear lacquer. 
-Excellent for thick painting. 
-Adhesive and durability are excellent 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : PAINT REMOVER SPRAY(LK-705) 
 
•Usage : LK-705 is mainly used to remove oil-based paint, especially for Alkyd 
coating, nitro coating, acryl coating and some epoxy coating. 
•Packing type: Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-LK-705 contains highly effective formula, which can remove paints quickly and 
thoroughly and also act good effects on variety of paint films that are hard to 
remove. 
-It will not cause corrosion to the metal substrates after stripping. 
-The surface is easy to be cleaned, and repainting is free. 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : STICKER & TAR REMOVER SPRAY(LK-808) 
 
•Usage : Remove tar, sticker and asphalt on paintwork car  
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-This product is of solvent type. 
-It has an advanced dissolving agent for removing tar, sticker and asphalt while 
causing no harm to paintwork. 
 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : WATER-PROOF SPRAY(LK-707) 
 
•Usage: Trench coat, ski wear, seat cover, wall paper, gym shoes etc. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-This product is made with imported advanced waterproof material and low boiling 
point solvent. 
-It can effectively make shoes, bag, and other leather products. 
-waterproof, dustproof and shiny. 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : POLY URETHANE FOAM CLEANER SPRAY (LK-709)  
 
•Usage:  
-This product is specially devolved to clean quickly foam gun. 
-This product also removes instantly all fresh poly-urethane spots. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 550ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
This Product remove all excess foam cleaning also the screw thread and gun 
barrel 
 



 

PRODUCT NAME : MOLD RELEASE  AGENT(Oil) (LK-710) 
                     called “silicone spray” 
 
•Usage : It applies very well in mold releasing of large-size hard plastics 

like engine cartons 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
This product is made of imported diethyl silicon oil with excellent 
Lubricate property and can increase the fitness of product 
It can also increase the quantity of mold releasing 
 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : MOLD RELEASE AGENT(Dry) (LK-711) 
                    called “silicone spray” 
 
•Usage : Mold releasing ,silk-screen printing, bronzing, electroplating, and 

paint spraying of plastic housing and transparent object of high- 
quality home appliance 

•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-This product is not oily and maintains a high stability in mold releasing 
-Secondary processing such as silk-screen printing, bronzing, electroplating,  
and paint spraying is allowed after mold releasing 

 

PRODUCT NAME : METAL COATING SPRAY(LK-713) 
 
•Usage: metal coating 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic:  
-Stainless Steel Protector removes dust, rust and fingerprints and prevents from 
scratching by its wax coating. 
-It keeps original color of stainless steel. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : OIL FILM RUST-PREVENTER SPRAY(LK-714) 
100% Similar WD-40” “Superior to LK-805” 

•Usage: 
-Equipment, tools, engine and military supplies for long-term keeping indoors and 
outdoors 
-Vessels, chemical plants and airplanes under hard conditions like  moisture, 
salinity, acid and alkali 
- Automobiles, snowplow, military equipment, hoist, agricultural machinery and 
railway cars easily exposed to corrosion 
- Outdoor electric system, irrigation facility, military transportation vehicles and 
their electric systems. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-Rust proofing: Thick light oil type film protects equipment against moisture, acid, 
alkali and salinity or their evaporation, maintaining strong antirust effects for one 
year outdoors and 6 months indoors, and is used for vessels, airplanes and 
chemical plants. 
-Lubrication: Excellent permeability making it penetrates into fine cracks to show 
antirust and lubrication effects.  
-Water displacement: High water repellency and water displacement creating 
excellent insulation effects. 
-Stability: As it does not silicon except choric solvents, it is not harmful to plastics, 
rubber, paint, textile, wire and plated area.  

 
 
 



 
[CAR CARE] 

 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME :LEAK CHECKER SPRAY(LK-801) 
 
•Usage:   
-Households and restaurants using LPG/LNG 
- Factories and companies using high-pressure gases  
- Gas filling stations 
-Air conditioners gas leakage check 
-Air leakage check for smoke pipe and thermal shrinkage pipe 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 400ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-Odorless, nontoxic, non pollute and environment-friendly spray 
-Noncorrosive to metal and hose. Long-term storage enabled. 
-Fine leakage surely detected 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : LEATHER WAX(LK-802) 
 
•Usage: Suitable for leather sofa, leather shoes and leather bags 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-Made with advanced emulsification technique and natural-luster formula, this 
product can effectively remove dirt and dust, repair and polish simultaneously.  
-After applying, the protective ingredients can foam a protective layer, which gives 
it waterproof, Anti-fouling, more protection and duration. 
-Frequent use can make the leather soft, comfortable and full of natural shine 

 

PRODUCT NAME : BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER(LK-803) 
 
•Usage : Brake system all metal component parts on motors. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 840ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic: This product is using a mild organic solvent formula with lemon 
flavor with minimal pungent smell. Which can clean oil crusts and dust and dry 
quickly without leaving marks on brake parts? 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : ANTI-FOG CLEANER(LK-804) 
 
•Usage: For the inner side of windshield and bathroom mirror, etc. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic: This product is able to clean out all dirt on the surface of glass and 
simultaneously foam a thin-layer of membrane. 
 

 

 
 

PRODUCT NAME : ANTI-RUST LUBRICANT(LK-805) 
                        “100% Similar WD40”  
•Usage: It can be used in metal material, finished or semi-finished products, parts 
and components, equipments for ocean transportation, surfaces of precision 
machinery, stock equipment, etc. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 360ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic : As long-acting oily anti-rust agent, this product has a special 
viscosity which makes it possible to cover a large surface, deeper into surfaces of 
various metals, replace the surface water leaving long-lasting anti-rust protective 
films which can provide long-term lubrication and anti-rust protection 
for metal materials, components and machinery so as to help quick start the stock 
machines. 



 

 

PRODUCT NAME : GREASE SPRAY(LK-806) 
 
•Usage:  
-It can be used as lubricant for rotating parts of mechanical equipments, and ball 
and roller bearing of bicycles, barrows, Animal-drawn cat. 
- It can also prevent leakage of cup packing of pumps and metal pipe joints under 
low pressure, and protect planer saw surface from rusting. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic: This spray with greases of high purity and lubrication has strong 
water resistance. It will never drop and be easily provided a supplement. 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : UNDER COATING(LK-807,815) 
 
•Usage : for vehicle chassis 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 550ml(LK-807),1L(LK-815) 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic:  
-This product is a kind of high-tech adhesive coating for vehicle chassis.  
-It can effectively prevent beating of sand and gravel on the road as well as the 
slight dragging friction of the chassis.  
-It can stop acid, alkali, and salt from eroding the iron plate and avoid the 
looseness of bolts in the chassis.  
-It is able to enhance the transquillity of driving by reduce the transmission of 
driving noise. 
-It can also prevent the heat conduction of the chassis iron plate to ensure the 
inside space warm in winter and cool in summer.

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : STICKER & TAR REMOVER SPRAY(LK-808) 
 
•Usage: Remove tar, sticker and asphalt on paintwork car.  
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-This product is of solvent type. 
-It has an advanced dissolving agent for removing tar, sticker and asphalt while 
causing no harm to paintwork. 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : ENGINE CONDITIONER(LK-809) 
 
•Usage: removing dirty and carbons of Injector and carburetor as well as cleaning 
mental surface, heavy machinery, gardening machinery, engines of ships, 
equipments and the cement floor of the garage etc. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Characteristic: Recover the efficiency of engine, preventing the knocking and 
vibration. 

 

PRODUCT NAME : NEW SPEED ONE(LK-810) 
 
•Usage: Cleaning smudged dirt and grease spot on kitchenware, bathroom tile, 
various kinds of OA equipment, office machine, astile, home, home appliances 
case, tire, engine room, glass, glass printing facility, chemical facility, etc. 
•Package : Aerosol 600ml 
•Characteristics:  
-Speed one is versatile cleanser and deodorizer that has excellent performance, 
quality and stability.  
-It easily removes various kinds of smudged dirt by strong-wash-ability. It does not 
contain strong toxic chlorine or petroleum solvent or bleaching agent. 



 

PRODUCT NAME :LIQUID WAX (LK-811) 
 
•Usage: Cleaning car body, window, TV, telephone, piano, show case, desk, etc.
•Package: Aerosol 600ml 
•Characteristic: Used for car body, leather and window, removing old dirty and 
providing coating. 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : WHEEL CLEANER(LK-812) 
 
•Usage: Removing oil dirt like tar and pitch on the wheel(all kinds of wheel 
including aluminum wheel, magnesium wheel, light alloy wheel, steel and chrome 
coated wheel) and metal portion of car. 
•Package : Aerosol 650ml 
•Characteristic :  
-Instant dissolution of the brake dust and dirt n the wheel or wheel cap. 
-marking the wheel polished after cleaning. 
-Protecting the metal portion of auto wheel from corrosion. 

 

PRODUCT NAME : GLASS CLEANER(LK-813) 
 
•Usage: Cleaning show window, show case, mirror, car window, refrigerator, 
washer, telephone, piano, vanity, bookshelf, table, sink aluminum, stainless steel, 
steel cabinet and various plastic surfaces. 
•Package : Aerosol 600ml 
•Characteristic: Easy and clean removal of the dusts and oil dirt on the solid 
surfaces of glass, various appliances and consumer electronic products as well as 
additional functions of Anti-corrosion, Sterilization, disinfection and malodor 
removal.  

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : DEODORANT FOR CAR(LK-814) 
 
•Usage: Air conditioner, heater, mats and trunk for vehicle as well as trash can 
sink-hole, toilet, and refrigerator for home use. 
•Package : Aerosol 420ml/can 
•Characteristic: 
-Excellent effect for removal of bed smells from car air conditioner, etc. 
-It contains a powerful sterilizer so it has excellent effect for removal of a mold, 
bacterium, etc. 
-It is harmless for human body because it is made from natural vegetable material.

 

 
 

PRODUCT NAME : GREEN CLEAN(LK-816) 
 
•Usage: Removing the bad smell inside of the car, a musty odor of air-conditioner, 
etc. 
•Package : Aerosol 420ml/can 
•Characteristics:  
-Ozone safe propellant 
-Can be sprayed at 360C 
-Will not caused a headache because of alcohol-free 



 

 

PRODUCT NAME : CARBURETOR CLEANER(LK-817) 
 
•Usage :Carburetor, chokes, fuel nozzle and other components with oil 
crust on motors on motors. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 550ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-This product uses advanced formula, containing highly active ingredient, which 
have strong compatibility with oil resin emulsion, Varnish and carbonization, etc. 
Applying this product on the Inside surface of carburetor, throttle valve and sides 
of chokes etc. 
-Can remove deposit effectively.  
-3 different option to choose(convention, strong and heavy-duty, which can be use 
according to different needs) 

 
 
 

[WEILDING SUPPLIES] 

 

PRODUCT NAME : CRACK DETECTION CLEANER(LK-901) 
 
•Usage : It is used to clear oily reside and dirty on target materials with cleaner 
before detection of cracks to shrinkage, forged parts, cracks due to forging, welded 
Sections, cavity, defective joints, metal fatigue cracks due to grinding, backing, and 
Cracks due to cutting tools. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
 
 

 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : CRACK DETECTION PENETRANT(LK-902) 
 
•Usage : It is red penetrant used to detect cracks to shrinkage, forged parts, cracks 
due to forging, welded Sections, cavity, defective joints, metal fatigue cracks due to 
grinding, backing, and Cracks due to cutting tools. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : red 
•Characteristic :  
-Highly visible red dye 
-Can be detected under natural or electric light.  
-Non corrosive, easy to use.  
-Easily removed by solvent or water washing.  
-Can be sprayed at any direction 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : CRACK DETECTION DEVELOPMENT(LK-903) 
 
•Usage : It is used to develop the flaw areas to shrinkage, forged parts, cracks due 
to forging, welded Sections, cavity, defective joints, metal fatigue cracks due to 
grinding, backing, and Cracks due to cutting tools, making the position and shape of 
flaw marked sharply on the white powder phase. 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : white 
 
 
 



 

PRODUCT NAME : ANTI-SPATTER AGENT(LK-904) 
 
•Usage: It is used as release agent on all surfaces. It makes welding easier by 
eliminating spatter cleaning problem.  
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
•Characteristic :  
-Is based on superior quality silicone oils which are used as welding aid and suitable 

for all kinds of welding jobs.  

-The spray forms thinly a film on the metal surface and prevents metal spatters from 

sticking. 

 
 
 

 [OTHERS] 
 

 
 

PRODUCT NAME : DIMENSION AND FIGURE MARKER(LK-905) 
 
•Usage: It can be used to mark dimension and figure on the surfaces of metal, 
glass and plastics.  
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : blue 
•Characteristic :  
- Blue, no glossy and no eye fatigue  
- Quick drying and highly workable: dried within 1 minute. 
- No vaporized loss and no deterioration 
-Nontoxic and anticorrosive 
- With its excellent water resistance, heat resistance and oil resistance,  
- Wide application area: 8 ~ 12㎡/Can 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME : DIMENSION AND FIGURE CLEANER(LK-906) 
 
•Usage: It can be used to remove above “Dimension and figure marker” on the 
surfaces of metal, glass and plastics. 
 
•Packing type : Aerosol can 
•Capacity Wt : 420ml 
•Color : Clear 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME : MULTI-CLEANER(LK-907) 
 
Usage: It can be used in semiconductors, video tape recorders, micro motors, 
watches, electron tubes, photoelectric tubes, TV tuners, Magnetic heads, copy 
machines, parts for liquid oxygen, etc.  
 
Packing type : Aerosol can 
Capacity Wt : 420ml 
Color : Clear 
Characteristic :  
Multi Cleaner is a chemically stable compound which may be safely applied to 
plastic and metals. Its unique properties make it ideal for the cleaning of precision 
apparatus and electronic parts, and also for use as a reaction solvent and 
extracting agent.  



 

PRODUCT NAME :URETHANE COATING(LK-908) 
 
Usage: Protective coating for moisture-proofing and insulation of washing 
machine, communication equipment, OA equipment and vending machine. 
 
Packing type : Aerosol can 
Capacity Wt : 420ml 
Color : white 
Characteristic: Ideal for sealing electrical and electronic equipment, protest against 
rust, moisture, corrosion, dirt, and alkali. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

PRODUCT NAME :PENET OIL(LK-909) 
Called Fast Permeating, Degrading and Cleaning Agent as well 

 
Usage :  
-Maintenance of equipment: aircrafts, military weapons, automobiles, elevators, 
hoists, air tools and electric equipment. 
-Disassembly of fixated bolts and nuts. 
-Relaxation of pressurized area of machinery for industry, vessel, agriculture and 
transportation, and home appliances. 
-Cleaning grease, oil dirt, and rust and corroded impurities off equipment and  
machinery.  

 
Packing type : Aerosol can 
Capacity Wt : 420ml 
Color : Clear 
Characteristic :  
-Used various and extensively as dissolution and rust exclusion for machine and 
bolts and nuts that are adhered by heat and rust with high speed permeation 
dissolution, washer.  
-It is used comprehensively to car, space-air, chemistry plant, power plant, 
steelworks, etc.   
-Dehumidification power is excellent so that protects electric leakage of electric 
appliance or short circuit, protects metal from corrosion and rust and extends life 
of product. 

 

 

PRODUCT NAME :SPRAY INSTANT BOND(LK-775/777) 
Usage: instantly bonds materials, made of mdf, fiberboard, wood, rubbeer, plastic 
and similar materials, LK-777 used for permanent bond.  
 
Packing type : Aerosol can 
Capacity Wt : 420ml 
Characteristic: Is a very fast adhesive with two components.  activator prevents 
the adhesive to be absorbed by the surface and increase the adhesive power. 
Allows the adhesive to be cured very quickly. 

 



Technical Data Sheet  
 

Name of Goods: Lucky Aerosol Spray Paint (400ml) 

Inspection Items Inspection ways Standards 

External inspection Macrography Do not have defects that decline the quality.

Existence of beads Macrography A bead should be in it. 

Colors Macrography Comparison with STD 

Viscosity of crude liquid Fordcup (No ) 12.30~13.30 (sec), (20℃) 

Weight of crude liquid Weighing 1852(g) 

Crimping Tester 
Diameter 27.20.1(mm) 

Location 5.20.2(mm) 

Spray recharging Weighing 
DME 904 

LPG 302  

Gross weight Weighing 4168(g) 

Net weight Weighing 　305±6(g)　 

Inner pressure Pressure gauge 8kg/㎠ at 35℃ 

Leakage test Hot water storage tank Do not happen Leakage 

Spray test Macrography Workability should be good 

Set to touch Macrography 15~20 minutes(20℃) 

Dry through Macrography 1 hours (20℃) 

Brilliance 60 degree’s polish machine Over 85 

Softening degree Tester of softening degree Over 7.5 

Film thickness(µ) Thickness gauge 15~25 

Application area(m2/ℓ) Macrography 3(under film thickness 25µ) 

 


